EASY IDEAS

Q&A
GOT A QUESTION? We’ve got the answer,

whether it’s about a plant, a tricky spot or a
product you need

Q

WHAT ARE THESE GORGEOUS
FLOWERS I saw on holiday? Can I grow them
at home? Sarah Parsons, Hereford

Give your garden furniture a new lease
of life with a colourful makeover

These bright pink flowers, which come in many different
colours, are bougainvillea, a large climber
that needs a very warm climate to thrive.
To grow it in the UK, you’ll need a
conservatory or bright porch that doesn’t
drop below freezing in winter. You can
move it outdoors between June
and September. Water it every two
weeks in summer and once a month
in winter. After the first flush of flowers
fade, cut back the stems to get more.
I

Q

WHAT’S THE STICKY
STUFF on the leaves of
my houseplant? And
how can I get rid of it?
Jenni Jones, via email
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It’s honeydew, a sugary liquid made
by tiny insects that live on plants.
The insects aren’t always easy to spot
as they can be tiny or look like scales
(a bit like tiny limpets) rather than

Q

I WANT TO DO SOMETHING
CREATIVE with my old metal bistro
set. Can you give me any tips?
Pru Furnish, via email

Old garden furniture is the perfect upcycling project.
Brush it to clean off any dirt, then rub down the
surface with sandpaper to remove any blistered paint
and to create a ‘key’ for the new paint to grip to. To
get really creative, use a range of colours to paint each
one of the slats a different shade. You could go for a
bright rainbow effect or a subtle colour graduation.
Use tester pots to experiment first (protekwoodstain.
co.uk has a good range of colours) or if you only need
a small amount of each colour.

insects. The clear, sticky liquid can
cover the leaves and, if the plant is
next to a window, it will spray onto
the glass and windowsill too.
Often the first sign of honeydew
is when black mildew starts to grow
on the leaves. The best way to
remove the offending insects is
to put on rubber gloves and wipe
down all the leaves and stems with
a soapy sponge.

I

Q

THE SOIL IN MY
GARDEN is very dry and
it’s hard to keep anything
alive. Can you recommend some
easy plants that will thrive?
Carol Padstow, via email
Make the most of your dry soil by
planting lavender, senecio and Russian
sage (different from the herb), which
have silvery leaves that can withstand
drought and heat. Many herbs such as
rosemary, thyme and sage also love dry
soil. For bright flowers, try growing
achillea, also known as yarrow. Buddleia
love dry soil too and houseleeks will
colonise even a dry rocky wall.
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Q

IS THERE AN EASY
WAY to clean the
barbecue? Danielle
Owens, Manchester
It can be difficult to remove
burned-on grease. But a few simple
tricks will keep your grill sparkling.
A grill brush with wire bristles will
take care of the worst of the dirt.
Use it while the grill is heating up
over the coals – this makes any

remaining food from the last time it
was used flake off more easily.
Keeping the grill dirty between
uses will help protect it. If you don’t
have a brush, scrunch up a ball of
baking foil, push it onto a toasting
fork and rub it over the grill. To
stop the grill getting too dirty as
you cook, slice an onion in half, put
it onto a toasting fork, dip it in
vegetable oil then rub the flat side
all over the grill to coat the metal.

Box and lavender add form
and texture to this stylish
coastal-themed garden

ASK THE
DESIGNER

MY FRONT GARDEN IS
DARK, TINY AND TIRED.
How can I create a bright area
to welcome me home?
Bradley Stoke,
South Gloucestershire

Q

MY HERB PATCH is getting out of control.
What can I do to keep it in check?

Angie Williams, Cardiff

Herbs can grow rapidly if they’re happy in their spot. Trim
them regularly in summer to keep the plants bushy rather
than straggly, but don’t let the trimmings go to waste. Pop
them up into a clean sandwich bag and store them in the
freezer to use later. Or separate the leaves and drop them
into an ice cube tray, cover with water then freeze them.
Add to summer drinks. If your herbs are spreading too far,
share them around. Dig up half the plant, split the roots into
sections and pot them up with a pretty handwritten label to
give to friends or family as gifts.
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This small garden needed
some kerb appeal

A client came to me with exactly the
same problem. Their neglected front
garden meant a miserable return
home post-holiday for them and they
wanted to add some ‘bellissimo’ kerb
appeal. We created a coastal-look that
CHRIS
will remind them of their much-loved
RIXTON
trips away. After stripping back the
GreenBird
space, we laid a Raj Green Sandstone
Gardening Ltd
patio kit from Castacrete with a
curved gravel path defined by EverEdge in Corten Steel.
To create a boundary at the front, we added a softwood
screen fence, while a rosemary hedge flanks the other
boundary ensuring the garden is heavy with the scent of
the Mediterranean at the slightest chance of sunshine.
Two olive trees from Villaggio Verde (villaggioverde.
co.uk) pair perfectly with Mexican feather grass, lavender
and box for texture and form, and beach pebbles
ensure an ultra-low-maintenance garden that has been
transformed into a bright, stylish space.
Chris Rixton is director of greenbirdgardening.co.uk,
a landscaping and design company in the South West.
CONTACT US
Want some design inspiration or got a garden question you’d like
answered? Get in touch, including a picture if you have one, by
email at moderngardens@bauermedia.co.uk

